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A transcriptional toolbox for exploring peripheral
neuroimmune interactions
Zhi Liang, Zoe Hore, Peter Harley, Federico Uchenna Stanley, Aleksandra Michrowska, Monica Dahiya,
Federica La Russa, Sara E. Jager, Sara Villa-Hernandez, Franziska Denk*

Abstract
Correct communication between immune cells and peripheral neurons is crucial for the protection of our bodies. Its breakdown is
observed in many common, often painful conditions, including arthritis, neuropathies, and inflammatory bowel or bladder disease.
Here, we have characterised the immune response in a mouse model of neuropathic pain using flow cytometry and cell-type-
specific RNA sequencing (RNA-seq). We found few striking sex differences, but a very persistent inflammatory response, with
increased numbers of monocytes andmacrophages up to 3 1/2months after the initial injury. This raises the question of whether the
commonly used categorisation of pain into “inflammatory” and “neuropathic” is one that is mechanistically appropriate. Finally, we
collated our data with other published RNA-seq data sets on neurons, macrophages, and Schwann cells in naive and nerve injury
states. The result is a practical web-based tool for the transcriptional datamining of peripheral neuroimmune interactions. http://rna-
seq-browser.herokuapp.com/
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1. Introduction

The immune and peripheral nervous systems are closely entwined.
A complex network of sensory and sympathetic fibres innervates
our organs and engages in bidirectional communicationwith a host
of tissue resident immune cells, including macrophages, dendritic
cells, and T lymphocytes. A disruption in this neuroimmune
connection contributes to many common debilitating conditions,
including chronic pain, which is estimated to affect nearly 1 in 5
people in the general European population.9 Pain in its acute form
is a natural consequence and cardinal sign of inflammation.44 By
contrast, chronic pain can become uncoupled from underlying
disease, causing independent nervous system dysfunction, which
requires bespoke treatment approaches. In recognition of this,
chronic pain syndromes have just been added to theWorld Health
Organization’s International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11).63

A primary driver for the uncoupling between pain and acute
inflammation is believed to be release of proalgesic mediators from
nonneuronal cell types. This process, known as peripheral sensiti-
sation, causes sensory neurons tobecomespontaneously activeand

hypersensitive to normally innocuous stimuli.37,45,53 Many different
cell types have been implicated in peripheral sensitisation, including
immune cells, satellite glial cells, and Schwann cells.4,14,55 Already 2
decades ago, for example, both neutrophils and macrophages were
reported to be causally involved in hyperalgesia—an exaggerated
pain sensation in response to a noxious stimulus.42,47 Nevertheless,
the details of this connection remain vague, with agreement in the
preclinical literature largely limited to the one main finding that
interfering with various subtypes of myeloid cell will alter evoked pain
behaviour in various animal models of persistent pain.5,16,31,46

Mechanistically, this has been ascribed to different mediators
putatively released from macrophages and neutrophils, chiefly
among them tumor necrosis factor, interleukin 1 beta, interleukin 6,
and nerve growth factor.4,36,55

The current lack of precision is hardly surprising when we
consider the incredible cellular and functional complexity of our

bodies’ inflammatory process.1 Each tissue mounts its own

distinct local inflammatory responses that, at their peak, are

usually accompanied by systemic endocrine effects resulting in

diverse symptoms including fever and fatigue. The correct

interplay of these responses is essential for efficient immunity

and tissue healing, as is a very tightly controlled resolution

process—which again relies on several active, parallel intercel-

lular and intracellular mechanisms.2,43

Here, we aim to provide a more detailed view of immune cell
responses in a persistent pain state. We used partial sciatic nerve

ligation (PSNL) as a model of traumatic neuropathic pain and

performed flow cytometry analysis and fluorescence-activated

cell sorting on male and female mice over a 3 1/2-month time

course. RNA-seq was performed at 1 and 10 weeks after nerve

injury on immune cell subpopulations (Fig. 1A) extracted from

sciatic nerve and the ganglia in which its cell bodies are located:

lumbar L3-L5 dorsal root ganglia (DRG). Our results were

integrated with other publicly available data of relevant cell types
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to generate a plug-and-play, user-friendly website for interrogat-
ing peripheral neuroimmune interactions at transcriptional level.

2. Methods

2.1. Animals

Male and female C57BL/6 J mice were purchased from Envigo
Ltd, London, United Kingdom at 5 to 6 weeks of age and
acclimatised to the animal unit for oneweek before surgeries. They
were housed in standard individually ventilated cages (Tecniplast,
London, United Kingdom) in groups of 5 maximum at a 12-hour
light–dark cycle, with ad lib access to food and water. All
experiments described were conducted in accordance with the
United Kingdom Home Office Legislation (Scientific Procedures
Act, 1986) andwereapprovedby theHomeOffice to be conducted
at King’s College London under project license number
P57A189DF. None of our experiments required pooling of animals,
so n refers to tissue or cells obtained from individual mice.

2.2. Surgeries

Mice underwent PSNL surgery, using a paradigm originally
developed in the rat.56 Briefly, animals were anesthetised under
isoflurane (Henry Schein, Melville, NY, Cat# 988-3245) and
administered 0.05 mg/kg of the analgesic buprenorphine sub-
cutaneously. After shaving the fur covering the left hip and leg

region, the sciatic nerve was exposed through blunt dissection
and roughly half was tightly ligated with a 5.0 suture (Ethicon,
Cincinnati, OH, Cat# W9982). The wound was stapled shut, and
mice were transferred to a clean cage and left to recover in the
animal unit. Animals were weighed and monitored regularly (at
least triweekly) after surgery.

2.3. Processing of sciatic nerve and dorsal root ganglia

Mice were administered an intraperitoneal overdose of pento-
barbital (Euthatal; Merial, Duluth, GA, Lot# P02601A) and
perfused with 10 mL of 1 3 phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to
avoid peripheral blood contamination. The ligated sciatic nerve
was exposed (Supplementary Figure 1, available at http://links.
lww.com/PAIN/B19) and followed up towards the spinal cord to
identify and dissect out L3-L5 DRG into F12 (Gibco, New York,
NY, Cat# 21765-029). The nerve itself was also placed into a Petri
dish containing F12 and cut to 0.5 cm, ensuring equal lengths of
nerve either side of the ligature. If still present, the ligature itself
was removed with tweezers. This process was repeated for the
uninjured contralateral side, with pains being taken to ensure
harvesting from a similar segment of nerve (again 0.5 cm in
length). Tissues were kept in F12 on ice until all animals in a given
batch were processed and then transferred into wells of a
standard polymerase chain reaction (PCR) plate (Starlab, Milton
Keynes, United Kingdom, Cat # E1403-0100) containing 50mL of

Figure 1. Partial sciatic nerve ligation induces a long-lasting increase in total CD451 immune cell counts in sciatic nerve. (A) Schematic of the markers used to
differentiate lymphoid and myeloid immune cell populations in flow cytometry and FACS experiments. (B–D) Plotted are the total number of live CD451 singlets
isolated from sciatic nerve after partial sciatic nerve ligation at different time points. Results were obtained as part of 3 separate experimental batches (B–D). In
(B) and (C), n 5 12 mice per time point (6 males in blue and 6 females in orange) were processed, whereas in (D), n 5 23 mice (11 males & 12 females) were
processed, shown here as separate data points with mean 6 SEM.
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digestion mix: F12 with 6.25 mg/mL collagenase type IA (Sigma
Aldrich, Poole, United Kingdom, Cat# C9891), 0.4% wt/vol
hyaluronidase (ABNOVA, Slough, United Kingdom, Cat#
P52330), and 0.2% wt/vol pronase (Millipore, Watford, United
Kingdom, Cat# 53702) for nerve; F12 with 3 mg/mL dispase II
(Sigma Aldrich, Cat# 04942078001), 12.5 mg/mL collagenase
type IA (Sigma Aldrich, Cat# C9891), and 10 mg/mL DNase I
(Sigma Aldrich, Cat# 10104159001) for DRG. For optimal
digestion, nerves were chopped into small pieces with spring
scissors (50x chops, cleaning scissors with 100% ethanol
between samples) and incubated at 37˚C, shaking at 220 RPM
for 30minutes. The digestionmixwas subsequently removed and
replaced with 100 mL of fluorescence-activated cell sorting
(FACS) buffer: Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) (Gibco, Cat#
14175095) with 0.4% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich,
Cat# A3983), 15 mM HEPES (Gibco, New York, NY, USA, Cat#
15630080), and 2 mM EDTA (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, Cat#
15575-038). Sampleswere dissociated by pipetting up and down
50x and passed through 70-mm Flowmi cell strainers (SP
Scienceware, Warminster, PA, Cat# 136800070) into a 96-well
v-bottom plate. The plate was centrifuged at 1500 RPM for 5
minutes at 4˚C, supernatant was removed, and the pellets then
underwent antibody staining as described in the following.

2.4. Flow cytometry/FACS

On ice, cells were incubated in fixable viability dye in HBSS for 15
minutes, followed by 15-minute incubation in a mix of directly
conjugated antibodies and fragment crystallizable (Fc) block (see
Supplementary Table 1 for antibody panels and concentrations,
available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19). After staining, cells
were centrifuged for 5 minutes (1500 RPM at 4˚C) and
supernatant was removed. For flow cytometry experiments only,
pellets were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 5 minutes,
the plate was then centrifuged for 5 minutes (1500 RPM at 4˚C),
and supernatant was discarded. Finally, pellets were resus-
pended in 200mL of FACSbuffer. Flow cytometry and FACSwere
performed at the NIHR BRC flow core facility at King’s College
London on a BD Fortessa and BD FACSAria, respectively.
Unstained cells and single staining control beads (BD Bioscience,
Franklin Lakes, NJ, Cat# 552845 for antibodies; Invitrogen, Cat#
A10346 for the viability dye) were used for compensation.
Fluorescence-minus one controls were recorded and used for
gating (see Supplementary Figures 2 and 3 for gating strategies
used, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19). For FACS
experiments, 20 cells were collected per population of interest.
This choice in number was driven by the temporal constraints of
the sort and the technical constraints of the Smart-seq2 cell lysis
buffer. It means that our results are more variable compared to
traditional bulk sequencing experiments. Analyses were con-
ducted using FlowJo software.

2.5. RNA sequencing

RNA from FACS collected samples was reverse transcribed into
cDNA, amplified, and purified in accordance with the Smart-seq2
method.48 Samples were then run on a High-Sensitivity DNA chip
(Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, Cat# 5067-4626) on a 2100
Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Cat# G2939BA) to determine quality and
concentration. SMARTer amplified cDNA was shipped to the
Oxford Genomics Centre for batch-controlled library preparation
using an Illumina NexteraXT kit (Illumina, SanDiego, CA, Cat# FC-
131-1096) and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 (75 bp,
paired-end reads).

2.6. RNA-seq data analysis

Basic quality control was conducted in seqmonk on stampy bam
files35 obtained from the sequencing facility. For detailed analysis,
fastq files were trimmed by Trimmomatic7 (version-0.39) to eliminate
reads with phred scores less than 33 and remove any residual
adapters. The reads were then pseudoaligned using kallisto8 (version
0.46.0) with the following command parameters: kallisto quant -i
transcripts.idx -ooutput -b100 [lane1].fastq [lane2].fastq [lane3].fastq.

The transcripts.idx file was built from Ensembl v96 transcriptomes
according to instructions provided by the Pachter Lab (https://github.
com/pachterlab/kallisto-transcriptome-indices/releases). Raw tran-
script counts were length and depth corrected by conversion to
transcripts per million (TPM) using the R package tximport58 and the
transcripts_to_genes file provided on the kallisto website. The R
package sleuth49 was used for differential expression analysis (Wald
test for 2-group comparisons, likelihood ratio test for multiple group
comparisons). Power simulations were conducted using the R
package powsimR.67 Data were deposited in the Gene Expression
Omnibus (GEO) archive, accession number GSE139150.

To generate ourweb-tool, we also ran our data through kallisto on
BioJupies62 to be able to compare our results to those of other
published cell-type-specific data sets in the same format. BioJupies
is a reanalysis tool based on ARCHS429—a project with one
common kallisto pipeline to realign all human and mouse RNA-seq
experiments that were run on HiSeq 2000, HiSeq 2500, and
NextSeq 500 platforms and deposited on either GEO or the Short
Read Archive. We accessed cell types analysed in their naive state,
in regeneration models (sciatic nerve transection and crush) and in
persistent pain models (sciatic nerve ligation). In particular, we
compiled: magnetically sorted sensory neurons and FAC-sorted
satellite glia before and after nerve ligation (GSE120284),24 Schwann
cells sorted after sciatic nerve transection (GSE103039),10 macro-
phages after sciatic nerve transection (GSE106488),61

CCR21Cx3cr11 macrophages after sciatic nerve crush
(GSE106927),59 and naive macrophages associated with sympa-
thetic nerve and ganglia in adipose tissue (GSE103847).50

2.7. Behavioural assay

Behavioural data were collected at ;13.5 weeks after PSNL.
Because mice with PSNL display paw guarding, we reasoned
that it would not be feasible to maintain blinding during
conventional von Frey behavioural testing.We therefore designed
a new simple paradigm to score the visible discomfort in mice in a
blinded fashion. Behaviours were video-taped and later scored
by 2 individuals unfamiliar with pain models and our hypothesis,
and who were unable to distinguish between male and female
mice. For the test,micewere left to freely explore an open arena of
20 cm in diameter—once for 5 minutes 2 days before testing
without video recording for acclimatisation and once for 2
minutes with video recording. Videos were scored for deficits to
the ipsilateral and contralateral legs and hind paws using a simple
0 to 2 scale, whereby 05 no deficit, 15 slight paw clenching, and
25 severe paw clenching and/or dragging of leg. Numbers were
awarded every 30 seconds so that each mouse received a total
deficit score out of 8. Scoring was performed on each hind leg
separately. Final scores were aggregated through averaging of
the individual scores obtained by the 2 independent observers.

2.8. Immunohistochemistry

At 14 weeks after PSNL surgery, mice were overdosed with
pentobarbital and perfused with 10mL of 13 PBS, followed by 20
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mLof 4%PFA. 0.5 cm of ipsilateral and contralateral sciatic nerves
were dissected as described above for flow cytometry. Nerves
were then postfixed in 4% PFA for 2 hours, washed in 1 3 PBS,
and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose. After this, nerves were
embedded in optimal cutting temperature compound (OCT)
(CellPath, Newtown, United Kingdom, KMA-0100-00A) and cut
sagittally into 20-mm sections on a cryostat. For immunofluores-
cent staining, sections were incubated for 4 hours in blocking
serum (10% donkey serum, 0.2% triton in PBS) and stained
overnight with primary antibodies against IBA1 (rabbit, 1:500,
Wako, Osaka, Japan, 019-19741), CD68 (mouse, 1:500, Abcam,
Cambridge, United Kingdom, ab31630), and directly conjugated
MHCII (1:500,BioLegend,SanDiego,CA, 107607). After 3washes
in PBS, sections were incubated with secondary antibodies for 2
hours—Alexa Fluor 647 (goat anti-rabbit, 1:1000, Invitrogen,
A21244) and Alexa Fluor 568 (donkey anti-mouse, 1:1000,
Invitrogen, A10037). After 3 further washes in PBS, sections were
mounted using Fluoromount-G mounting medium with DAPI
(Invitrogen, 00-4959-52) and imaged on a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal
microscope.

2.9. Bone marrow-derived macrophage culture and
quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR)

Bonemarrow-derivedmacrophageswere isolated fromC57BL/6
J mice and cultured in Petri dishes containing Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (Gibco, 32430-027) supple-
mented with 10% (vol/vol) fetal bovine serum (10500-064) and
Pen/Strep (Sigma Aldrich, P4333). Femur and tibia bones from
both hind limbs of female mice were collected and the bone
marrowwas flushed out with cold PBS (Gibco, 14190-094) under
sterile conditions using a 10-mL syringe with a 25G needle. Cells
were centrifuged (7 minutes, 2000 rpm, room temperature) and
the pellet was resuspended in DMEM with macrophage colony
stimulating factor (DMEM-MCSF) (Peprotech, London, United
Kingdom, 315-02). The suspension was passed through a 40-
mm cell strainer to filter out bone fragments. Flow-through was
collected and filled up to 50 mL with prewarmed DMEM-MCSF.
The cell suspension was plated onto two 15-cm Petri dishes (25
mL/dish) and incubated (37˚C, 5% CO2) for 7 days to allow for
differentiation into mature naive macrophages. After 7 days of
incubation, the culture supernatants were discarded and the
remaining adherent cells were washed with 15 mL of prewarmed
PBS. Cells were incubated (37˚C, 5% CO2) with 15 mL of
prewarmed nonenzymatic cell dissociation solution (Sigma
Aldrich, CAT#S-014-B) for 10 minutes and then gently dislodged
with a cell scraper and centrifuged for collection (7 minutes, 1800
rpm, room temperature). The cells were plated at 53 105/well in
12 multiwell plates or 24 multiwell plates and left to settle
overnight in DMEM (w/o MCSF). The next day, cells were
incubated for 24 hours in: interferon gamma, IFNg, 50 ng/mL
(PeproTech, 315-05) or lipopolysaccharide, LPS, 100 ng/mL
(Sigma, L4391) or interleukin 4, IL-4, 50 ng/mL (Miltenyi Biotec,
Bergisch Gladbach, Germany, 130-097-760), either alone or in
combination with calcitonin gene-related peptide, CGRP, 100
ng/mL (Bachem, Bubendorf, Switzerland, H-1470). Unstimulated

cells were incubated in plain DMEM as a control. For RNA
extraction, bone marrow-derived macrophages were lysed (RLT-
buffer1 b-mercaptoethanol) and RNA was extracted using the
RNAeasy Microkit 50 (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany, 74004) accord-
ing to manufacturer’s instructions. mRNA quantity was evaluated
usingQubit 3 Fluorometer (Invitrogen) or Bioanalyzer (Agilent RNA
pico chip). 124 to 1548 ng of RNAwas converted into cDNAusing
SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen, 18080-044)
according tomanufacturer’s instructions. 6.2 ng/mL of cDNAwas
used in standard SYBR Green (Roche, Basel, Switzerland,
39355320) qRT-PCR reactions on a LightCycler 480 (Roche) to
quantify expression of proenkephalin, Penk (forward GAGAG-
CACCAACAATGACGAA; reverse TCTTCTGGTAGTCCATC-
CACC). The geometric mean of the housekeeping gene 18s
was used to calculate 22DCt values.

2.10. qRT-PCR validation of sequencing data

The below primer sequences were used to assess the expression
level of Apoe, Trem2, and Tmem119 in additional biological
replicates of MHCII1 nerve/DRG macrophages and MHCII-/
Ly6C- DRG macrophages. All primers, including the Penk primer
above, were tested for their efficiency and specificity.

2.11. Statistical analysis

Cell counts were analysed in GraphPad Prism using either Student
t-tests, or two-way ANOVAs with time and injury as independent
variables, followedbySidak post hoc tests (Figs. 1–6). qRT-PCRof
Penk expression was analysed using a nonparametric Kruskal–
Wallis ANOVA followed by Dunn post hoc tests. The behavioural
test in Supplementary Figure 4 was analysed in GraphPad Prism
using a two-way ANOVA followed by Sidak post hoc tests,
available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19. The qRT-PCR data in
the Supplementary Materials were analysed using two-way
ANOVAs with either tissue and injury or sex and injury as main
effects, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19.

3. Results

3.1. Persistent changes in immune cell numbers in nerve
after partial sciatic nerve ligation

To develop a detailed characterisation of immune responses in
the mouse sciatic nerve after PSNL, we performed 3 batches
of flow cytometry experiments at different time points. In each
instance, we used a minimum of 6 male and 6 female mice. In
every experiment, the total number of live CD451 immune cells
was significantly elevated in ipsilateral nerves compared to
their contralateral counterparts (Figs. 1B–D, and see Supple-
mentary Figure 5 for a comparison to sham surgery at day 1,
available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19). For instance, 14
weeks (3 1/2 months) after PSNL, there were on average 3.73
more immune cells in ipsilateral nerve, a highly statistically
significant result (Welch independent-samples t test, t(24) 5
6.13, P , 0.0001). A direct, batch-controlled comparison of

Gene Forward primer sequence Reverse primer sequence Product size

Ywhaz GAAAAGTTCTTGATCCCCAATGC TGTGACTGGTCCACAATTCCTT 134

Apoe GACCCAGCAAATACGCCTG CATGTCTTCCACTATTGGCTCG 79

Trem2 TTGCTGGAACCGTCACCATC ACTTGGGCACCCTCGAAAC 199

Tmem119 CCTACTCTGTGTCACTCCCG CACGTACTGCCGGAAGAAATC 212
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immune cells collected 2 and 10 weeks (2 1/2 months) after
PSNL showed that there was no major difference in immune
cell numbers at these 2 points, with a two-way ANOVA
revealing no significant main effect (F(1,44) 5 0.01, P 5 0.96)
or interaction with time (F(1,44)5 0.03, P5 0.87). The effect of
injury on cell number was once more highly significant: F(1,44)
5 20.93, P , 0.0001. Moreover, using immunofluorescence,
high numbers of immune cells were still clearly visible 14 weeks
after PSNL (Supplementary Figure 6, available at http://links.
lww.com/PAIN/B19).

This is quite striking, given that, macroscopically, the site of
injury is drastically different weeks vs months after ligation
(Supplementary Figure 1, available at http://links.lww.com/
PAIN/B19): 2 to 3 months after surgery, any visible signs of the
suture have completely disappeared, with only slight swelling and
discoloration remaining on the ipsilateral side. Nevertheless, mice
still display overt pain-like behaviours at 3 1/2 months, with paws
being visibly clenched and/or placed gingerly on any surface
(Supplementary Figure 4, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/
B19). We did not conduct testing over time, and therefore were

Figure 2. All major myeloid cell populations apart from neutrophils are still upregulated in sciatic nerve two and a half months after partial nerve ligation. (A) Flow
cytometry was used to phenotype the major myeloid cell populations in sciatic nerve. Shown here are representative dot plots of 4 of the 5 major myeloid
subpopulations, gated on live CD451, CD11b1, Ly6G- singlets: MHCII1 (likely resident, antigen presenting macrophages), MHCII1/Ly6C1 (likely infiltrating
monocytes differentiating into resident populations), Ly6C1 (infiltrating monocytes), and MHCII2/Ly6C2 (likely resident macrophages). Note the presence of the
MHCII1/Ly6C1 double-positive population and infiltrating Ly6C1 monocytes (hi and lo) primarily after nerve injury. (B) Quantification of the total number of live
CD451/CD11b1 singlets obtained from ipsilateral and contralateral nerves that were either negative for (i) MHCII2/Ly6C2 or positive for (ii) MHCII1/Ly6C1,
(iii) Ly6C1, (iv) MHCII1, or (v) Ly6G1 (neutrophils). At each time point, n 5 12 mice were processed (6 males in blue and 6 females in orange), shown here as
separate data points with mean 6 SEM.
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not in a position to correlate the extent of inflammation with these
behaviours.

Detailed flow cytometry analysis revealed that the persistent
increase in CD451 cells is due to an increase in all immune cell
types present in nerve, with the exception of Ly6G1
neutrophils (Fig. 2; and Supplementary Figure 7, available at
http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19). We observed MHCII1 single
positive myeloid cells and MHCII2/LyC62 double-negative
myeloid cells in contralateral nerves. After nerve injury, 2
additional populations appeared: Ly6C1 single-positive and
MHCII1/Ly6C1 double-positive cells (see Supplementary
Figures 2 and 3 for gating strategies, and Supplementary
Table 1 for panels, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/
B19). All 4 populations were significantly upregulated 1 to 3
days, 2, 10, and 14 weeks after injury. Comparing 2 vs 10
weeks, there was no significant main effect of time (F(1,22) 5
0.48, P 5 0.495) nor an interaction between time and injury
(F(1,22) 5 0.33, P 5 0.572).

Similar to CD11b1/Ly6G2 populations, ab1 T cells and
CD11b2/Ly6G2 populations were also increased on the
ipsilateral side (Fig. 3; and Supplementary Figure 8, available at
http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19), starting from around 3 days
after injury. Absolute event counts remained elevated up to 14
weeks after injury. As we observed previously in DRG,34 nerve
seemed to contain a large population of unidentified CD451 cells
that are nonmyeloid (CD11b2) and not positive for ab T cell
receptor (TCR). They also do not seem to be positive for CD19

(B cells), and preliminary trials indicated that they are negative for
gd1 TCR or glutamine synthetase, a satellite glial cell marker
(data not shown). In contrast to the other myeloid populations
(CD11b1/Ly6G2), neutrophil numbers (CD11b1/Ly6G1)
peaked at day 1 and were still somewhat elevated 2 weeks after
PSNL, but then dropped back to contralateral levels (Fig. 2; and
Supplementary Figure 7, available at http://links.lww.com/
PAIN/B19).

3.2. Few striking differences in dorsal root ganglia cell
numbers after partial sciatic nerve ligation

The picture emerging from DRG was different (Figs. 4 and 5;
Supplementary Figure 5, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/
B19), with the increase in the total number of live CD451 cells being
much less pronounced. Our first batch of experiments collecting cells
1, 3, and15days after injury showednodifferences in overall immune
cell numbers (Fig. 4A). In a second batch of experiments (Figs. 4B
and 5) collecting cells 14 days and 10 weeks after injury, a two-way
ANOVA revealed significant main effects of injury (F(1,43)5 13.03, P
, 0.001) and time (F(1,43) 5 5.44, P 5 0.024), with a significant
increase in immune cell numbers in ipsilateral DRG only at 2 weeks
(adj.P5 0.003). The fact that the difference at 14 days was small
and not detectable in our first batch of experiments could mean
that total CD451 numbers in DRG are not altered. However, this
seems unlikely, given many prior reports of changes in immune
cell numbers in DRG in the literature.26,52,66,72 Instead, we

Figure 3. Partial sciatic nerve ligation induces a long-lasting increase in ab T-cell counts in sciatic nerve. Plotted are the total number of live CD451/CD11b2/
bTCR1 singlets isolated from sciatic nerve after partial sciatic nerve ligation at different time points. Results were obtained as part of 3 separate experimental
batches (A–C). In (A) and (B), n 5 12 mice per time point (6 males in blue and 6 females in orange) were processed, whereas in (C) n 5 23 mice (11 males & 12
females) were processed, shown here as separate data points with mean6 SEM. (D) Representative dot plot from ipsilateral and contralateral nerves at 10 and 14
weeks after injury, also showing the presence of a large unknown population (CD451/CD11b2/bTCR2).
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hypothesize that there are differences of small effect size, the
reliable detection of which requires large samples (n5 121) and
experimental designs optimised for little variability. For instance,
the data in Figure 4A were generated with our least optimised
flow cytometry panel (Supplementary Table 1A, available at
http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19), which possibly obscured the
differences visible in Figures 4B and 5 obtained with a more
evolved panel (Supplementary Table 1B, available at http://
links.lww.com/PAIN/B19).

Of note, we detected a permanent CD451/CD11b1/Ly6G1
positive population in DRG, even on the contralateral side,
indicating that Ly6G1 might not be an ideal marker for
neutrophils in this tissue (Fig. 5; and Supplementary Figure 9,
available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19).

3.3. No consistent sex differences in immune cell numbers

We previously detected sex differences in lymphocyte numbers
when examining immune cells from DRG from a smaller number
ofmice (n5 4,male vs female) at 2 time points (day 8 vs day 28).34

Our current, more thorough exploration failed to replicate this. We
were unable to detect any consistent differences in immune cell
numbers in either nerve or DRG after PSNL at any of the time
points examined (Fig. 6A). There were several minor technical
differences between our previous experiment in DRG and the
series of studies reported here: our cell extraction methods
became more streamlined and our panel evolved over time.
However, we believe that the most parsimonious explanation for
our previous observation is that a small n number coupled with
high variability led to a false-positive result. Indeed, in our current
series of experiments, statistically significant differences did
emerge regularly in particular experimental batches, but ulti-
mately failed to consistently replicate (Fig. 6B). Based on awealth
of previous literature,27 we still think it probable that there are sex
differences in adaptive immunity, but that they will require high
power (ie, very large sample sizes and little variability) to detect.

3.4. RNA-seq results confirm antigen-presenting phenotype
of MHCII1 population

Our flow cytometry results were complemented by transcriptional
experiments. To gain a broad overview of different molecular
phenotypes,weperformed shallow sequencing on variousmyeloid
cell subpopulations in nerve and DRG 1 and 10 weeks after PSNL,
and also examined T cells from nerve at 10 weeks after PSNL.

Samples included in the subsequent analyses were screened for
sequencing quality: on average, 95%of reads fell within genes, and
there was negligible ribosomal (1% on average) and no DNA
contamination (Supplementary Table 2, available at http://links.
lww.com/PAIN/B20, and for processed TPM values, see Supple-
mentary Table 3, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B79, and
Table 3 on GEO:https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/download/?
acc5GSE139150&format5file&file5GSE139150%5FSupplemen-
tary%5FTable%5F3%5FTPM%5Fweek1%2Exlsx). On average,
7.8 M of high-quality, nonduplicate reads were captured. Samples
were also relatively free of contaminating cell types, with the
exception of DRG macrophages, which suffered from a small
degree of contamination with satellite glial and neuronal transcripts
(Supplementary Figure 10, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/
B19). This should be considered when interpreting differentially
expressed transcripts between nerve and DRG myeloid cells. It is
also worth bearing in mind that any tissue dissociation and sorting
technique will introduce some transcriptional artefacts, such as
upregulation of immediate early genes.65

As expected, our sequencing samples at week 1 segregated by
myeloid cell phenotype, although principal component analysis also

indicated quite significant transcriptomic changes as a result of injury

(Fig. 7), particularly inMHCII1myeloid cells fromsciatic nerve. Indeed,

279 transcriptswere identifiedassignificantly dysregulated in ipsilateral

MHCII1 cells compared to their contralateral counterparts (sleuth

algorithm,49 adj. P , 0.05, for the full list of differentially expressed

genes, see Table 5 on GEO: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/

download/?acc5GSE139150&format5file&file5GSE139150%

5FSupplementary%5FTable%5F5%5Fsleuth%5Fweek1%2Exlsx).

To identify which of these genes are known to be functionally

connected, we entered them into a protein–protein interaction

database (STRING)60 and annotated the resulting networks in

Cytoscape.60 The analysis suggested that, unsurprisingly, MHCII1

cells in injured nerve upregulate genes related to antigen presentation

and lymphocyte interactions, but downregulate genes related tomore

canonical proinflammatory and resident macrophage functions (Fig.

8). Thus, we for instance found significantly increased expression of

several MHCII genes (H2-K1, H2Q7, H2-Oa, H2-Ob) and of Itgax, the

gene encoding for the dendritic cell marker CD11c. We validated the

latter result at protein level (Supplementary Figure 11, available at

http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19), recording significantly more CD11c-

expressing cells amongst the MHCII1/Ly6C2 population in sciatic

nerve 3 and 7 days after PSNL.

Figure 4. Total CD451 immune cell counts in DRG are less variable over time and any increases do not persist in the long term. Plotted are the total number of live
CD451 singlets isolated fromL3-5 DRGafter partial sciatic nerve ligation at different time points. Results were obtained as part of 2 separate experimental batches
(A and B), hence the differences in baseline counts. In both instances, n5 12mice per time point were processed (6males in blue and 6 females in orange), shown
here as separate data points with mean 6 SEM. DRG, dorsal root ganglia.
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3.5. Dorsal root ganglia macrophages are different from
nerve macrophages

Also, in keeping with our cell count data, we found no striking main
effect of sex at transcriptional level (https://osf.io/kqbxh/download),
at least not beyond X- and Y-linked genes that are usually found
associated with female and male sampling.33 We could, however,
detect clear differences in phenotype between macrophages from
sciatic nerve and DRG. Thus, compared to nerve, MHCII1myeloid

cells from DRG expressed markers commonly associated with
resident microglia (Fig. 9A and Supplementary Table 4, available at
http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B82). This microglial-like phenotype is
even more striking after injury, in that both MHCII1/Ly6C2 and
MHCII2/Ly6C2DRGmacrophages significantly upregulated a host
of knownneurodegeneration-associatedandhomeostaticmicroglial
markers28 (Fig. 10 and Supplementary Table 5, available at http://
links.lww.com/PAIN/B83). These include Trem2,Apoe, Csf1r, Fcrls,

Figure 5. None of the major myeloid cell populations in the DRG remain significantly upregulated two and a half months after partial sciatic nerve ligation. (A) Flow
cytometry was used to phenotype immune cell populations in DRG. Shown here are representative dot plots of myeloid subpopulations, gated on live CD451,
CD11b1, Ly6G2 singlets: MHCII1 (likely resident, antigen presenting macrophages), MHCII1/Ly6C1 (likely infiltrating monocytes differentiating into resident
populations), Ly6C1 (infiltrating monocytes), and MHCII2/Ly6C2 (likely resident macrophages). (B) Quantification of the total number of live CD451/CD11b1
singlets obtained from ipsilateral and contralateral DRG which were either negative for (i) MHCII2/Ly6C2 or positive for (ii) MHCII1/Ly6C1, (iii) Ly6C1,
(iv) MHCII1, or (v) Ly6G1 (neutrophils). At each time point, n5 12 mice were processed (6 males in blue and 6 females in orange), shown here as separate data
points with mean 6 SEM. Note that Ly6G in the DRG may not mark infiltrating neutrophils very effectively (see text). DRG, dorsal root ganglia.
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Tmem119, and Olfml3. The level of enrichment is highly unlikely to
have arisen by chance, with 9x as many neurodegeneration-
associatedmicroglial genes identified in DRG aswould be expected
(P , 0.0001) and 10x as many homeostatic microglial genes (P ,
6.5E-12). We validated some of these results with qRT-PCR
including additional biological replicates (Supplementary Figure 12,
available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19). Trem2 and Tmem119

were once more significantly dysregulated in DRG compared to
nerve in this larger sample, whereas Apoe was not, in line with it
being a more borderline result in our sequencing data. With the
exception of Abi3, Fscn1, Itgax, and Lgals3, nerve MHCII1myeloid
cells showed no change in these microglial markers or significantly
downregulated themwith injury (in the case ofMsr1, Gas7, St3gal6,

Scamp5, Csf1r, Cx3cr1, Slco2b1, Gpr34, and Siglech). Compared
to DRG, nerve MHCII1 myeloid cells instead expressed relatively
more transcripts related to cytoskeletal organisation and wound
healing (Fig. 9B andSupplementary Table 4, available at http://links.
lww.com/PAIN/B82). Please note, however, that all these results
remain to be confirmed at protein level.

The difference between nerve and ganglion may be a generic
one associated with other peripheral neuron-associated macro-
phages. It is known that tissue-resident macrophage populations
are distinct from one another, and that their development and
phenotype are dependent on local environmental cues.17,30 To
investigate whether this is the case, we compared our RNA-seq to
previously published data on sympathetic neuron-associated
macrophages.50 We found that genes upregulated in DRG-
associated macrophages compared to nerve also seem more

highly expressed in macrophages isolated from sympathetic
ganglia (Fig. 11 and Supplementary Table 4, available at http://
links.lww.com/PAIN/B82). The same is true for macrophages from
sciatic and sympathetic nerves, both of which resemble adipose
tissue macrophages derived from subcutaneous and visceral fat.

3.6. Transcriptional changes 10 weeks after injury are
different from 2 weeks, but do not yet point towards
resolution of inflammation

Ten weeks after PSNL, MHCII1 myeloid cells in sciatic nerve
overexpress a different set of genes in response to nerve injury
compared to week 1 (Fig. 12A and Supplementary Table 6,
available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B84). The lists of significantly
upregulated genes at the 2 time points (110 in week 10 vs 186 in
week 1) only have 4 genes in common—this is not a statistically
reliable overlap and could easily arise by chance. Considering the
most reliably dysregulated genes at week 10 (FC. 3), they seem to
comprise transcripts relating to general myeloid cell activation,
including Ctss, Lgals3 (galectin-3), Apoe, Fabp5, Itgb2, and
Mcemp1, and genes related to vesicle-mediated transport. A large
number of transcripts seem to be related to p53 signalling (Trp53),
which could point towards cells initiating apoptosis, entering cell
cycle, or driving chronic inflammatory processes—all functions in
which p53 has been implicated.12 Related to this may be the
observed changes in genes involved in the mitochondrial protein
complex, some of which control the permeability of mitochondrial
membranes during apoptosis (Slc25a4, Acaa2, and Bloc1s2 [not in

Figure 6. There are no striking sexdifferences in immune cell numbers in either nerve orDRGafter partial sciatic nerve ligation at any of the timepoints. (A) Plotted are select
examples of the total number of live CD451 singlets obtained from ipsilateral and contralateral nerves and DRG frommale and female mice. At each time point (1 and 10
weeks after PSNL for nerve, 2weeks after PSNL for DRG), n5 12micewere processed (6males in blue and6 females in orange), shownhere as separate data pointswith
mean6SEM. (B)Over the courseof thiswork, immunecellswerecharacterizedat 6different timepoints,with 2batches (B) each for 1, 2, and10weeksafter nerve injury.At
each timepoint, we had n5 6 permale/female group (with the exception ofweek14,wherewehad n5 11/12 per group). Plotted here is a summary of the sex differences
we observed for all major populations from nerve (N) and DRG (D) in ipsilateral (I) and contralateral (C) tissue.White squares: no data collected; gray squares: no significant
sexdifferences; graded red squares: significant sexdifferenceswithP values ranging fromP,0.05 toP,0.03 andP,0.005 .Noconsistent differences emerged,
suggesting that any single instance might be a false-positive event. DRG, dorsal root ganglia; PSNL, partial sciatic nerve ligation.
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network graph, but significantly dysregulated—see Supplementary

Table 6]).
Conspicuously absent in the transcriptional signatures we

observed were clear time-dependent changes in genes related

to the resolution of inflammation (Fig. 12B). Receptors for

specialised proresolving mediators and knownmarkers for wound

healing, resolution of inflammation, and macrophage homeostasis

were regulated in similar fashion in MHCII1 myeloid cells from

ipsilateral nerve—whether they were harvested 1 or 10 weeks after

injury. For instance, Arg1 and IL10 were not expressed at either

time point, Mrc1/CD206 was downregulated at both, and Socs2

andCcl22 upregulated at both. Similarly, proinflammatorymarkers

Il1b and Ccl5 remained high over the 2 1/2 months.
With the later phases of inflammation in mind, we also examined

the T-cell signature at week 10. However, the data provided more
questions than answers. Therewere very fewstatistically significant
changes in T cells from ipsilateral nerve vs contralateral nerve
(Supplementary Table 6, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/
B84)—possibly because our broad sorting strategy on any bTCR-
positive cell introduced noise due to T-cell subtypes. For instance,
it is clearly apparent that one of the ipsilateral samples did contain
more CD8a transcript than the others, which were mostly CD4-
positive andCD8a-negative (Supplementary Figure 10, available at
http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19).

It needs to be noted that some of our failure to observe
transcriptional changes over time may have been due to lack of
sensitivity. Results from the power simulation package powsimR

indicate that the high dispersion in our week 10 MHCII1 or T-cell
samples may have meant that we were only powered to detect very
large effect sizes (logFC . 1.4) at the n numbers we had
(Supplementary Figure 13A, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/
B19). By contrast, our MHCII nerve comparisons at week 1 were

probably more adequately powered because our dispersion rates

and n numbers should allow for detection of logFC. 1 around 80%

of the time, depending on expression level (TPM.10). False-positive

rates should have been reasonable (below 5%) for all comparisons at

all time points for genes expressed at TPM . 10 (Supplementary

Figure 13B, available at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B19).

3.7. A dedicated web browser to examine neuroimmune
interactions in the periphery

Finally, to integrate the large amount of data we generated with
previously published data in an easily accessible fashion, we
created a dedicated webpage to browse Neuroimmune
Interactions in the Periphery (http://rna-seq-browser.hero-
kuapp.com/). We reanalysed our own data, as well as previously
published data on relevant cell types that one might want to
consider when examining the expression level of one’s favourite
gene in peripheral neuroimmune interactions, particularly after
nerve injury. Specifically, we included magnetically sorted
sensory neurons and FAC-sorted satellite glial cells before and
after nerve injury (GSE120284),24 Schwann cells sorted after
sciatic nerve transection (GSE103039),10 macrophages after
sciatic nerve transection (GSE106488),61 CCR21Cx3cr11
macrophages after sciatic nerve crush (GSE106927),59 and
naive macrophages associated with sympathetic nerve and
ganglia in adipose tissue (GSE103847).50 To improve interstudy
comparisons, we realigned our RNA-seq results using Bio-
Jupies,62 to ensure all datasets were processed with the same
kallisto settings. Our webpage provides a quick overview of
expression patterns across murine cell types, as well as a
detailed representation of all individual biological replicates

Figure 7. Principle component analysis (PCA) of FAC-sorted immune cells show they cluster by cell type, as expected, but also by injury state—suggesting
significant transcriptomic changes. Principle component analysis of all samples extracted and sequenced 1 week after PSNL. The 3 main visible clusters are:
(1) ipsilateral MHCII1 populations from nerve together MHCII1/Ly6C1 populations, which are only present in an injury state; (2) MHCII1/Ly6C2 resident
populations; and (3) MHCII1 contralateral nerve and ipsilateral and contralateral DRG populations. DRG, dorsal root ganglia; PSNL, partial sciatic nerve ligation.
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within each batch-controlled experiment. Graphs and data can
be easily exported.

This web-resource can be used to confirm results reported
here, eg., upregulation of CD11c (Itgax) in nerve macrophages
can also be observed after transection (GSE106488)61 and crush
(GSE106927).59 Or, in another example, proinflammatory cyto-
kines such as interleukin 1 beta and tumor necrosis factor can be
observed after injury in all 3 nerve macrophage data sets. In
addition to validation, the website can also be used for

hypothesis-generating work, as illustrated by the following 2
use-cases:
(1) A simple search for IL10 reveals that although it is not

expressed in our nerve macrophage subsets after PSNL (as
shown in Fig. 12B), it is clearly present in 2 independent data
sets examining its expression level in nervemacrophages after
sciatic nerve transection and crush (Fig. 13). The latter 2 are
models of nerve regeneration rather than permanent damage
and neuropathy. Indeed, IL10 knockout in mice has previously

Figure 8. At 1-week after PSNL, MHCII1myeloid cells from sciatic nerve upregulate functions relating to interactions with other immune cells, in favour of more generic
proinflammatory and homeostatic activities. (A) STRING network analysis reveals that 77 of 186 genes upregulated in ipsilateral MHCII1/Ly6C2macrophages at adj. P,
0.05 are likely to be functionally connected with overrepresented processes including antigen presentation, regulation of lymphocytes, and myeloid cell activation.
(B) Conversely, 41 of 93 significantly downregulated genes formed a network that includes transcripts relating to proinflammatory function (tumor necrosis factor,
complements), regulationof angiogenesis, andcanonicalmacrophagemarkers, likeCD163 typically found in residentmacrophages. For full differential expression tables, see
Table 5 under GEO accession GSE139150: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/download/?acc5GSE139150&format5file&file5GSE139150%5FSupplementary%
5FTable%5F5%5Fsleuth%5Fweek1%2Exlsx. GEO, Gene Expression Omnibus; PSNL, partial sciatic nerve ligation.
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been shown to slow down the speed of resolution and nerve
repair after sciatic nerve crush.57 Moreover, IL-10—if supple-
mented in models of inflammatory pain—has been shown to
be analgesic.15 Our data indicate that absence of IL-10 may
be one of the factors that hamper successful resolution of
inflammation also in neuropathic pain.

(2) Looking at expression of the proenkephalin gene (Penk), we
noticed that it seems to increase over time in macrophages

after sciatic nerve transection (Fig. 14A), whereas it is once
more absent in our model of sciatic nerve ligation. We
reasoned that maybe Penk is specifically upregulated in
regenerative states, with macrophages primed to be more
wound-healing and less proinflammatory. To test this, we
treated murine bone-marrow derived macrophages with
mediators to mimic either a proinflammatory (IFNg or LPS) or
wound-healing (IL-4) activation state. We did this alone or in

Figure 9.MHCII1myeloid cells from DRG are different to those from sciatic nerve. (A) Genes upregulated at adj. P, 0.05 in MHCII1/Ly6C2macrophages from
DRG vs nerve were fed into a STRING network analysis. Functional connections were found between 53 (out of a total of 93). Note the presence of canonical
microglial marker genes Fcrls and Tmem119. (B) By contrast, genes upregulated in macrophages from nerve rather than DRG formed a very different functional
network (22 out of 38) with processes more related to cytoskeletal organisation and wound healing. Note the presence of Anax2 and several S100 genes also
found at high levels in adipose tissue macrophages (see Fig. 11 & Discussion). See sleuth tab in Supplementary Table 4, http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B82 for
differential expression. DRG, dorsal root ganglia.
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combination with a neurotransmitter (calcitonin gene-related
peptide, CGRP). CRGP is known to be one of the main
substances by which sensory neurons communicate with
immune cells.38 We can therefore use it to mimic neuro-
immune cross-talk during different macrophage activation
states. PenkmRNA was upregulated when the macrophages
were treated with IL-4, or IL-4 and CGRP. This suggests that
wound healing-like macrophages, in combination with
synergistic signalling from neurons, release proenkephalins
(Fig. 14B), whereas macrophages with a more
proinflammatory-like phenotype do not.

4. Discussion

Immunologists acknowledge that even “clearly defining inflam-
mation presents a challenge.”43 Here, we attempted to move
closer toward defining inflammation in a model of traumatic nerve
injury. Specifically, we reveal the complexity of the immune
responses at a cellular and molecular level in both nerve and
DRG. We provide evidence to suggest that macrophage
subpopulations in nerve and DRG are distinct entities. Sensory
nerve macrophages resemble previously published transcrip-
tional signatures of resident macrophages in adipose tissue,50

whereas DRG macrophages resemble sympathetic ganglion
macrophages50 and resident microglia.28 We demonstrate—in
previously unprecedented detail—that resolution of inflammation
after nerve injury remains elusive, even after a period of three and
a half months. Finally, we identified surprisingly few consistent sex
differences, neither at cellular level nor at transcriptional level.

4.1. Cellular heterogeneity of dorsal root ganglia and
nerve macrophages

Our flow cytometry data show that there are 2 distinct CD11b1/
Ly6G2 myeloid subpopulations in nerve and DRG during
homeostasis: MHCII1 and MHCII2/Ly6C2, likely equivalent to
Cx3cr11 resident populations described elsewhere.68 After nerve
injury, these are joined by Ly6C1 cells, likely infiltratingmonocytes,
andMHCII1/Ly6C1double-positive cells.Our transcriptomic data
confirm that MHCII1 cells are antigen-presenting and interact
with lymphocytes. Without lineage tracing, it remains unclear
whether we are observing antigen-presenting macrophages41 or
dendritic cells—a subtle distinction that some have anyway
claimed to be moot.23 We can, however, state that the presence
of CD45ra receptor transcript (Ptprc), together with CD11b,makes
themunlikely to be blood-derived dendritic cells, at least as defined
in a consensus paper on nomenclature in 2010.73

Our results further suggest that, at least quantitatively, MHCII1
andMHCII2/Ly6C2macrophages are different in nerve and DRG
and react differently after injury. As shown previously using
immunohistochemistry,26 we found less long-lasting proliferation/
infiltration of immune cells in DRG than in nerve. Moreover, DRG
macrophages resemble sympathetic ganglion macrophages and
express resident myeloid cell markers, such as Tmem119 and
Fcrls, more prominently than nerve macrophages. Conversely, the
transcriptome of nerve macrophages is much more similar to that
of sympathetic nerve and adipose tissue macrophages. All 3 cell
types, for instance, show relatively more mRNA expression of
annexin-2 (Anxa2) and its interacting calcium-related adapter
proteins (S100a4, S100a6, S100a10, and S100a11).32 Annexin-
S100 complexes have been implicated in various cellular functions
including endocytosis, cell–cell interactions, and regulation of
lipids. They have also been shown to bemodulated by knockout of

Figure 10. Macrophages in injured DRG upregulate genes associated with
microglia in homeostasis and disease. Two clustergrams were generated for a
list of microglial genes previously shown to be associated with disease vs
homeostasis.28 This hierarchical clustering of DRG macrophage TPM values
revealed blocks of upregulated genes, particularly in the MHCII2/Ly62
resident population. Genes highlighted in red were significantly upregulated
in ipsilateral macrophages at q , 0.1; genes highlighted in orange at q ,
0.152. For graphing, values were converted into z space. See Supplementary
Table 5, http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B83 for raw data. DRG, dorsal root
ganglia; DNi, ipsilateral MHCII2/Ly6C2 DRG macrophages; DNc, contralat-
eral MHCII2/Ly6C2 DRG macrophages; MHCi, ipsilateral MHCII1/Ly6C2
DRG macrophages; MHCc, contralateral MHCII1/Ly6C2 DRG
macrophages.
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the prostaglandin COX-2,3 the primary target of nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory painkillers. With our current set of data, it is
impossible to tell whether this similarity is due to nerve and adipose

tissue macrophages sharing the same lineage or whether it is
merely difficult to isolate macrophages from nerve without
contaminating them with those from fat.

After injury, an especially striking difference is the upregulation of
neurodegeneration-associated microglial transcripts, namely Trem2,
Axl, Ccrl2, and Tlr2, in MHCII1 DRG, but not nerve macrophages.
The same genes are even more starkly dysregulated in MHCII2/
Ly6C2 populations—very clearly so in DRG, and possibly also in
nerve, although the picture is less clear due to the smaller n numbers
that were available for sequencing. Trem2 has been linked to the
detection of phosphatidylserine, a membrane-associated lipid that
becomes exposed on apoptotic or damaged neurons.69 Evidence
suggests that this detection then “tags” the associated cell for
microglial phagocytosis.28 Our results indicate that this is not a
microglial-specific process, as is often implied,28,70 even in neurosci-
entific reviews that discuss its presence in macrophages.64 This is
further supported by a very recent report, which convincingly argues
that high levels of Trem2 in macrophages is a common feature of
pathologies that involve lipid abnormalities because it has been
reported in macrophage subpopulations of atherosclerotic aortas11

and of liver and visceral adipose tissue in the context of obesity.25

Our data are also in line with a recent article confirming that
naive Cx3cr11 resident macrophages in DRG and nerve (likely
equivalent to our MHCII2/Ly6C2 populations) are transcrip-
tionally distinct, but express similar mRNAs to those found in
resident microglia.68 Moreover, work from the Basbaum lab
provides a functional equivalent to the expression differences
we report, with evidence that ablation of DRG, but not nerve
macrophages, reduces pain-like behaviour in mice after
spared nerve injury.72

4.2. Long-lasting inflammation after nerve injury

Beyond phenotypic identity, the kinetics of the inflammatory
response we observed is in keeping with what has previously
been reported in the literature.52 The time-course of neutrophil
infiltration into rat nerves was previously characterised using
immunohistochemistry.47 Equivalent to our findings, the
authors reported the peak of neutrophil infiltration 24 hours
after PSNL, with fewer, but still noticeably elevated numbers
reported 7 days after PSNL.

Similarly, there have been prior reports of persistent immune
cell responses in nerve and DRG after injury, although studies
beyond one month are very scarce. To the best of our
knowledge, we are only aware of one series of pioneering
articles by Hu & McLachlan, who examined macrophage
markers in rat. They reported increased numbers of MHCII1
macrophages and T cells in sciatic nerve and DRG 10 and 11
weeks after L5 spinal nerve transection and ligation20–22—a
result that we have now been able to replicate in nerve and
extend to 14 weeks after sciatic nerve ligation. Impressively,
with the help of just 3 immunohistochemical markers and
careful examination of cell morphology, the group already
posited the existence of 4 distinct macrophage populations in
DRG22: CD681/CD1631 resident macrophages, likely equiv-
alent to our MHCII2/Ly6C2 population; MHCII1 monocytes
invading from blood, likely our MHCII1/Ly6C1 population;
CD681/MHCII1 cells, likely our MHCII1 population; and
CD681 invading monocytes, likely our Ly6C1 population.

Although this information has been available in the literature,
and immune cells are generally acknowledged to play a key role in
neuropathic pain states,4,36,55 the prevailing narrative in the pain
field is still one that segregates pain into inflammatory vs
neuropathic.13,39,51,54,71 It is a clinically useful distinction because

Figure 11.Macrophages fromDRG resemble those from sympathetic ganglia,
whereas macrophages from sciatic nerve resemble those derived from
sympathetic nerve and adipose tissue. Left: Heatmap of genes significantly
upregulated (top) and downregulated (bottom) in MHCII1/Ly6C2 nerve vs
DRGmacrophages (q, 0.05). Plotted are TPM values for individual biological
replicates, converted into z-scores per gene row. Right: RPKM values for the
same list of genes obtained from GSE10384750 (again converted into z-
scores). MF: macrophages. DRG: dorsal root ganglia-derived macrophages.
See Supplementary Table 4, http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B82 for raw data. G,
macrophages derived from sympathetic ganglia; Fat, macrophages derived
from subcutaneous and visceral fat; Nerve, sciatic nerve derived macro-
phages; N, macrophages derived from sympathetic nerve fibres of inguinal fat.
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Figure 12. At 2 1/2 months after PSNL, the most prominently upregulated genes in nerve MHCII1myeloid cells differ from those identified at week 1—but still do
not include transcripts related to resolution of inflammation. (A) STRING network analysis reveals that 63 of 110 genes upregulated in ipsilateral MHCII1/Ly6C2
macrophages at adj. P , 0.05 and FC . 3 are likely to be functionally connected with overrepresented processes including myeloid cell activation, vesicle-
mediated transport, and regulation of T-cell apoptosis. See Supplementary Table 6, http://links.lww.com/PAIN/B84, for full differential expression tables. (B) Heat
map of genes that the expression of which onemight expect to see varied with resolution of inflammation. Plotted are TPMexpression values from low (white, TPM
5 0) to high (darkest blue). MHC1: MHCII1/Ly6C2 macrophages. DN: MHCII2/Ly6C2 macrophages. See https://osf.io/uy9pm/download for raw data. DP,
MHCII1/Ly6C1 macrophages; TPM, transcripts per million; PSNL, partial sciatic nerve ligation.
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neuropathic pain patients do not respond to nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory medications. However, we would argue that from a
preclinical perspective, this dichotomy evokes dangerously
misleading ideas that imply that neuropathic pain states involve
“less” inflammation or immune cell activation within the affected
tissues. This is emphatically not the case: our data demonstrate
that one of the most commonly used animal models of traumatic
nerve injury is accompanied by a significant and persistent
inflammatory response, which is unresolved for 3 1/2 months—
for as long as we were permitted to measure it by our ethical
review board.

4.3. Limitations

With the exception of MHCII nerve samples at week 1, our RNA-seq
data were only powered to detect very striking differences, due to a
combination of shallow read depth and high variance between
samples. Moreover, transcripts with TPM ,10 are unlikely to have
been adequately represented, both in terms of their expression levels
and their variation with injury. It is important to bear this in mind when
examining our data—or indeed those of others. Due to cost

implications, many published RNA sequencing results will not be
adequately powered to detect changes in more lowly expressed
genes.Our simulation data indicate that given the high dispersion that
is likely be present in bulk transcriptional data of small numbers of
sorted immune cells, you would require at least an n 5 16 to be
comfortably powered to detect an effect size of logFC . 1 at all
expression levels (Supplementary Figure 13, available at http://links.
lww.com/PAIN/B19).

Although we are confident that there are transcriptional
differences between nerve and DRG, it is unclear how this will
translate to protein level. Studies comparing these 2 tissues
with antibodies are outstanding and necessary.

Regarding sex differences, we would like to stress that the
absence of consistent sex differences in our flow and RNA-seq
data does not mean that they are not present at lower effect sizes
that we were not powered to detect. We would also like to
emphatically endorse the importance of sex and gender
considerations when studying neuroimmune interactions—
especially because they are known to play prominent roles in
the perception of pain, chronic pain conditions, and immune
system function.6,18,19,27,40 Instead, we see our results as a timely

Figure 14.Our web-resource allows formulating and testing of novel hypotheses. (A) Macrophages isolated from regenerative sciatic nerve after transection seem
to progressively increase expression of proenkephalin (Penk)—data published under GEO identifier GSE106488 and plotted on our web-resource at counts per
million (CPM), ie, raw counts normalised by the total read count per sample. The dotted red line represents a threshold value belowwhich gene expression is likely
to fall within the noise range. Each dot is an independent biological replicate. (B) qRT-PCR forPenk conducted on bonemarrow-derivedmacrophages treatedwith
IL-4 or the proinflammatory cytokines IFNg or LPS with or without the neurotransmitter CGRP. IL-4 treatment alone and IL-4 in combination with CGRP
significantly upregulated Penk expression: Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA Χ2(6) 5 25.77, P 5 0.0001, with Dunn multiple comparisons: *P , 0.03, **P , 0.005. Data
points represent values obtained from n5 6 to 7 independent BMDM culture experiments. Mean6 SEM are also plotted. ANOVA, analysis of variance; BMDM,
bone marrow-derived macrophage; GEO, Gene Expression Omnibus.

Figure 13. Graphs downloaded with one click from our novel web-resource, which allows browsing of cell-type-specific RNA-seq data relevant for peripheral
neuroimmune interactions. The cytokine IL10, which has a known role in resolution of inflammation, is clearly expressed in macrophages collected from sciatic
nerve after regenerating nerve lesions. Data are derived from 2 independent studies (GEO identifiers GSE106927 and GSE106488) and are plotted as counts per
million (CPM), ie, raw counts normalised by the total read count per sample. The dotted red line represents a threshold value belowwhich gene expression is likely
to fall within the noise range. Each dot is an independent biological replicate. GEO, Gene Expression Omnibus.
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reminder of the ease with which a single, conventionally sized
experiment (n 5 4 biological replicates) can yield false-positive
findings when dealing with variable in vivo samples. It is a trap into
which we ourselves seem to have fallen,34 and which is especially
tempting when results align with what is considered to be the
most probable hypothesis, namely that there are sex differences
in adaptive immunity.

In conclusion, we used a model of traumatic neuropathic pain
to study peripheral neuroimmune interactions in the context of
injury. Our findings point towards a very complex and long-lasting
inflammatory response. To help other researchers in this area, we
are providing an easy-to-use plug-and-play website that allows
mining of relevant cell-type-specific RNA-sequencing data sets in
naive and nerve injury conditions.
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